We prove here that for every element / of an open and dense subset of immersions of the circle 5 , either the centralizer Z(f) of / is trivial (i.e. / only commutes with its own powers) or / is topologically conjugate to a map fn : S] -> S given by fn(z) = z" and, in this case, if h is the conjugacy between / and f then Z(f) is a subgroup of {h o cof oh; m € N and &) = 1 }.
Introduction
Let Imm(.S ) be the group of C°° immersions of the circle S (i.e. maps of Sx onto itself without critical points). For / g Imu^S1), Z(f) denotes the centralizer group of /, i.e. the set of elements in Imm(.S ) that commute with /. We say that / has trivial centralizer if Z(f) is reduced to the iterates {f,n€N} of /.
We denote by fn the immersion of 5 given by fn(z) = z". The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result.
Theorem. Let Imm(S ) be given the Cr topology, r€N. Then there is an open and dense subset í¿ o/Imm(5' ') such that for f €Í¿, either Z(f) is trivial or f is topologically conjugate to a map f and in this case, if h: S -* S is the conjugacy between f and fn then Z(f) is a subgroup of {h~ otofmoh; m€ N and co"" = 1}.
This result is an extension to immersions of a theorem of Kopell [2, Theorem 3] , who showed the triviality of the centralizer for an open and dense subset of diffeomorphisms of the circle.
The proof of the theorem is based on a result of Mane [3] that states that structural stability is C generic in Imm(5 ).
From the theorem it follows that, _ Z(fn) = {cofm;m€N,con-X = l}. Now observe that if an immersion /: S -► S is topologically conjugate to a map fn by a conjugacy h , then / commutes with h~ otofmoh for all m G N and all co € S satisfying co"' -1. Since h~ o cofm oh is not necessarily C°° , we were not able to prove that Z(f) = {h-Xocofmoh;m€N,co"-x = 1}.
Proof of the theorem
We begin by recalling some basic concepts and establishing preliminary results.
Let /: 5 -> S be a immersion of S . As usual we say that z € Sx is a periodic point of / if f"(x) = x for some n € N. In this case we say that x is a sink if |(/")'(.x)| < 1 and a source if \(f")'(x)\ > 1 . The basin of a sink is defined as the set of points y such that lim^^ \f"(x) -f"(y)\ -0.
It is an open set containing x. We denote by X(/) the complement of the union of the basins of the sinks of /. l.(f) is invariant under both / and f . We say that I.(f) is hyperbolic if there exist constants k > 0 and k > 1 satisfying
for all x G 1(f) and n > 0.
We note that if h G Z(f) then the set of sinks of / (sources of /) and the basins of the sinks are invariant under h .
The following lemma is basic in the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 2.1. Let g: S -> S be a strictly monotone continuous map of S . If g ° fk = fk° g for some k > 1 then g -cofm where m -degree g and co is a (k -l)th root of unity.
Proof. By hypothesis, g satisfies (*) g(zk) = g(zf for all z g SX .
Then, if co = f( 1 ), we have to -= 1 and this implies that co~ g commutes with fk . Hence we can assume without loss of generality that g(l) = 1 , so we have to show that g(z) = zm for all z € SX .
First we claim that g is order preserving. Otherwise, by hypothesis, there exists a point z e S sufficiently close to 1 and such that 1 < z < zk and g(zk) < g(z) < g(z)k < 1.
This contradicts (*) and proves the claim.
We now consider the inverse image of 1 under f. and g . The points mapping to 1 under fk are exactly the kth roots of unity, which can be represented by the points where tp is the inverse of f"~ /f[p0 , p0] ■ Let F = f" . We will show that Z(f) is trivial. First we note that since degree / > 1 and / is monotone, p0 is either a limit point of 1(f) or an endpoint of some interval (p¡ , pi ) with p{ ^ p0 . Hence by adjoining these intervals to (p0,p0) if necessary, we obtain an interval Z = (p), p2) such that (px0, p2Q) ç I. f '(/) = I for some / G N, and the endpoints of I are limit points of 1(f). It follows from the hyperbolicity of 1(f) that for every neighborhood U of 7, fJ(U) -S for some j € N. Now we claim that g€Z(f) is completely determined by g(p0) and g'(p0).
In fact, let gx, g2€ Z(f), gx(p°0) = g2(p°), and g'x(p°) = g'2(p°). Since the set of sinks of / (sources of /) and the basins of the sinks are ^-invariant, g\ (I) -gji1) ¥" S ■ Hence we can choose neighborhoods <7, and U of 7 with Ux c U and such that F/U and gJU are injective and
Since P0 is a fixed point of (g2/U)~ o gx and ((g2/U)~ o gx)'(p0) = 1, we have by [2, Lemma 1(b)] that gx(x) = g2(x) for all x € Ux.
Therefore, using the facts that F (Ux) = Sx for some I € N, and F o g. = g o F , i = 1, 2, we conclude that gx = g2 and the claim is proved.
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Now let g € Z(f).
It is easily checked that F'(pQ) -F'(g(pQ)). This together with the fact that g(p0) = p,° for some 0 < i < m, implies g(p0) -fk(pl) for some 1 < k < n. Since F(p°) = /?°, g(p%) = fk oFJ(p°) for all j G N. Hence, to show that g is a power of /, it is sufficient to show that g'(p0) = (f )'(p0)(FJ)'(p0) for some j € N. But of [2] .
